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Paper Contribution
 A scalable approach to detect networks

intrusions is proposed.
 The process model can reduce false positive

rate
 Our system combines user-space process

monitoring, such as system load, I/O load,
and fork behavior with intrusion detection
data and loads it into the PQS processing
core.
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Process Query System (PQS)

 A technology that allows us to quickly and
easily integrate multiple sensor sources and
model human system administrator analysis
in order to obtain fast and accurate results,
with a significantly reduced overhead.

 M3 : three generic server states: Q3 =
{Nominal, Questionable, Compromised}.



Nominal CompromisedQuestionable



Nominal CompromisedQuestionable

TRAFEN receives the following sequence of host and network-
level observations for an observed host :

e1.2 = (SYS.PROCS.GROWTH ) (SYS.CPU )



Nominal CompromisedQuestionable

Red : a host that has most likely been compromised, & requires immediate
attention from an administrator or an autonomic healing mechanism.



Example
failure scenarios (s3, s4) on the observed host:
M3 → hehf hahananb
M4 → hehf hghahghghghghghg

B <     p(s3|h1:t ,n1:t )         < A
       p(s4|h1:t ) 

> B, s4 is deemed the fault scenario occurring in the observed environment.
> A, s3 is deemed the fault scenario.
between A and B, however, the system waits until more observations are received.
By adjusting A and B, we can control the sensitivity of the response mechanism
and enforce a minimum confidence before taking any action.
•The slope thresholds and sampling window length control the sensitivity of the
sensor.  Thus reduce the false alarms



User-space Sensors

 The purpose of the user-space sensor is to collect
and pre-process host-level state data and to
generate sufficient, meaningful events in order to
enable host verification at higher levels in the
system.

 Events are generated on a reactive basis when
short-term or long-term anomalies in any of the
monitored host metrics are detected.

 These events are subsequently published to the
TRAFEN system as observations over a
dedicated TCP socket connection.

 Observations are treated as possible symptoms of
larger-scale host or service failures, or security
compromises.



5 samples

4 sec The sensors’ state extractor
modules poll all of the monitored
processes & system metrics
once every four seconds. The
sensor’s evaluator modules
smooth these continuous metric
streams over a window of five
samples.

Two decoupled modules: a state extractor and an evaluator.

Raw data



TRAFEN configuration
 TRAFEN simultaneously evaluate

observation streams using multiple models to
formulate causal alternatives for each
detected host failure or performance
degradation.



4. Results

One experiment only  !



Experiments
 Test-bed: notional DMZ
 4 Pentium III & IV servers (Instrumented with

a users pace sensor) Running Red- Hat
Linux & Apache HTTP server 2.0.40 or
2.0.52

 1 server on a separate network to launch
continuous manual DoS attacks.

 Sensors are configured to monitor the httpd,
bash, & sh processes.



Experimental Setup
The TRAFEN engine

 Runs on a local Sun Fire 210 server with dual 1GHz
UltraSPARC III processors & Solaris 9, & listens for
observations from the monitored hosts over a dedicated
TCP socket.

 Listens for observations from a mainstream network
intrusion detection sensor (Snort), which monitors network
traffic on the DMZ. Hence, we have two independent
observation spaces.

 Reports its real-time conclusions to a web-based user
interface, which displays tracks of observations &
associated scores. The scores (track likelihoods) are a
quantitative measure between 0.0 & 1.0 of how likely a
track of observations indicates an attack or failure scenario
described by a submitted process model.



Experimental Setup

The simulated attack sequence is as follows:
 Using nmap, attacker initiates an asymmetric stealth

port scan of the four DMZ servers from the external
attack host to identify potentially vulnerable targets;

 Attacker waits for all scan results & notices that
each server is listening on port 8000;

 Attacker waits an additional 30 seconds & launches
an Apache DoS attack against one server (host 3),
listening on port 8000;

 Attacker waits 30 seconds & terminates the attack.



Low severity

Medium
severity

High severity

10 min

Progression of the estimated likelihood of compromise for 4 servers
monitored by TRAFEN, using M3. Host 3 is the victim server



210 seconds

390 seconds into experiment, 110 sec after scan starts

415 seconds into experiment, 19 seconds after attack start





Most profound is the exclusive prevalence of PROC.MEM observations,
which correspond to the acute growth in memory utilization of the
overloaded Apache server (httpd) processes in response to the HTTP
request flood.
PROC.SPAWN observations correspond primarily to the forking of child
server processes for handling the incoming requests.

It is especially worth noting how the distribution of Snort
reconnaissance observations is relatively uniform across the four
servers.



Conclusion

 A promising new methodology & supporting architecture to
automate rapid problem determination for multiple servers is
presented .

  By combining the scalability, robust data collection, model
abstraction, & hypothesis management capabilities of PQS, we
were able to apply a fundamentally less complex & intrusive host
sensor paradigm to rapidly detect a multi-stage denial of service
attack against a server network.

 Reduced false positives by using process models to
probabilistically correlate host-level symptoms of performance
degradation with network context.



Critique

 Information are collected only from single
host …. Aggregating data from multiple hosts

 Small environment… 4 servers (scalability)
 Automation- Self monitoring


